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The research work investigated a vibration energy harvester with impact nonlinearities 

where the movable electrode impact the displacement-limiting end-stops at high enough 

acceleration amplitude. The numerical analysis results for a perfectly elastic and inelastic 

impact model can be very helpful while accessing the performance of a displacement-

limited harvester with impacts. In addition, characterization results for an in-plane gap 

closing energy harvester can be beneficial to the researchers while modeling an energy 

harvester with end-stop impacts. A numerical model investigated for perfectly elastic 

impacts showed that although the output electrical power varies little on varying the 

acceleration amplitude, but the phase-space trajectories show a large variation in motion 

patterns of movable electrode. In inelastic impact model, the end-stops extract the power, 

which otherwise is lost in impacts, in combination to output power across the electrical 

load. This increases the total output power of the harvester, which further improves on 

on-operation load resistance and system stiffness optimization. An electrostatic energy 

harvester with mechanical end-stops was tested and characterized for electrostatic spring 

softening, nonlinear fluid damping, and impact force. The simulated electrical equivalent 

model, corrected for fringing fields and the lateral extension of etch under the mask 

during fabrication process, showed the effect of damping force model on harvesters’ 

response. The model checked for sensitivity in harvesters’ response to end-stop model 

parameters and experimental conditions showed that accuracy of the model lies in the 

fine details, which are important to consider for reproducing harvesters’ measured 

response for a whole range of operating conditions with one-model parameters’ set.  


